Solutions for Sheffield floods
Using techniques such as flood storage areas, land management and sustainable drainage systems
to capture and store water at its source, reducing and slowing the flow within rivers. Safely containing
flood water as it passes through urban areas. These measures can enhance the river corridor and
deliver wider benefits.
FLOOD STORAGE AREAS :
Flood storage areas help to slow the flow
by temporarily holding back flood water,
helping to reduce flows downstream.
•Storage areas on the river hold back flow
behind an embankment. The area behind the
breakwater is normally dry.
•Storage areas alongside the river divert water
away from the river to areas of nearby land.
Water is stored for a short period during
larger storms and floods then released
back to rhe river slowly

FLOOD DEFENCES :
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Creating new defences or raising
the level of existing defences.
Defences normally take the form of
walls or embankments, but they can
sometimes be combined with
landscape features such as the
"pocket parks" shown below.

FLOOD CORRIDORS :
Sheffield’s floods appeared because of
the increase of rains. These rains are
caused by our pollution. That’s why we
will give you advice to reduce risks :
• We should ban plastic bags for
example.
• We ought to reduce the use of electricity.
• We must respect new green
regulations.
• We need to recycle more.
• We have to throw our waste in dustbins.

The River Corridor is the
minimum area that is able to
contain a major flood and
pass water safely to the sea
Flood corridors allow water
that has spilled out of the
river to safely return to the
river with minimal disruption

Flood destroys everything when it arrives, but we can avoid it

SUSTAINABLE CLASSROOM
CANTERDAM'S
ANGLET X ROTTERDAM

PROBLEM
In Anglet and Rotterdam,generaly our classrooms are built with a
lot of plastic.What are the consequences?
Actually the production of plastic needs to use a lof of petrol so
fossil fuels, and we know that the production of this energy
releases too much carbon in the atmosphere
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-If we want to have a sustainable classroom we can use the soil
and its form to create a building.

Let's study in a healthy world!
Then inside the classroom we can use different recyclable
materials, like wood chair and tables.
If we want to install different computers or leds, we can use solar
energy with solar panels, that are placed on a green roof
To have a lot of light, and not use too much electricity we must
install many windows in order to consume less energy .
For toilets we can use a rainwater recovery system(rain tank), not
to consume too much water.

sustainable materials for the
classrooms:
cord,bamboo,wood fiber
insulation,sand, cardboard,green
roof

Then it would be interesting to implement a recycling system to
encourage the pupils to sort the different waste.

a sustainable
classroom

HOW COULD WE
MAKE OUR
CLASSROOM MORE
SUSTAINABLE ?

Put local farmers'
plants in the classroom
but the pupils must
respect them

walls made of cob (soil +
straw fibres or animal
fibres) with plasterboard →
doesn't readily burn and is
very insulating

Electricity : source →
photovoltaic panels or
wind turbines
according to the
environment and the
school

Wood shutters
: more insulating
than double
glazing → avoid
heat loss

blackboard and
chalk
wooden floor
or tiles

Local wood for tables, desks,
etc... because imported wood
creates pollution. It is to reduce
the manufacturing and the
destruction of objects which
consume a lot of energies

Organic paints hardly
contain chemical resins ;

Decrease the number
of heaters→ reduce
peak electricity use,
less electric waste

Paper and copybook made
of recycled paper

